News Analysis

Federal rules tangle funding
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said, "and that's what MIT did anyway - affirmative action" - leaves very little cost to be charged to the government.

"The government requires us to have an Equal Employment Opportunity Office, and that's me," Wynne said. "I was here before Affirmative Action, and I think I would still be here without it. Our reporting system and the depth of planning which the government requires is something we might not have had, but those aren't high-cost items."

Wynne stressed that MIT didn't believe that HEW should "back off" on nationwide en-

forcement of Affirmative Action plans. But even if the govern-

ment got out of the hiring business - as some schools have suggested - and even with the budget troubles MIT is facing, he maintained, the Institute's com-

mitment would remain high.

We've had three years of experience with tight budgets and cuts, and our commitment to the hiring of qualified persons, he said, "we're happy with that record."
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HEWLETT 1 PACKARD

The HP-26 Programmable

- Performs 49 different calculations including 20 often used engineering conversions.
- 12-digit display ±10mantissa, 2 exponent, calculates to 13. Auto conversion to exponents.
- 3 accessible memories. Random number generator.
- AC or batteries, adapter included.

The HP-21 Scientific

- Performs 26 different calculations, including all classic scientific and engineering functions.
- 15-digit display ±10mantissa, 2 exponent, calculates to 13. Auto conversion to exponents.
- Single function keys. Memory with sum key.
- AC or rechargeable batteries, adapter optional.

The HP-25 Programmable

- Full editing capability.
- Full editing capability. At any point in the program it is possible to change the existing code.
- 8 addressable memories.